1. In this paper we give conditions for the existence of an almost periodic (a.p. for short) solution of the nonlinear differential equation2 (1.1) x" + f(x)x' + g(x) = ke(t)
where e(t) is a.p. and \e(t)\ s£l. Moreover, we establish a region of the (x, y) plane in which this solution is unique and asymptotically stable with respect to other solutions in this region; here y = x' + F(x), where F(x) = I f(v)dv.
J o
We write (1.1) in the form of an equivalent system:
x' = y -F(x), (1.2) y y' = -g(x) + ke(t), the F(x) being as defined above. Our conditions on g and/are essentially as follows :/(x) =ga>0 for some constant a, g(0) =0, the derivative g'(x) is continuous for all x in a certain interval containing the origin, and g'(x)>0 for xy^O. System (1.2) may be regarded as a special case (n = 2) of the vector equation: (1.3) u' = Lu + r(u) + kq (l) where u, r, and q are vectors in Euclidean w-space, q(t) is a.p., L is a constant nXn matrix, r(0)=0, and for each X>0 there exists a 5>0 such that \u\ <5, |i;| <5 imply \r(u) -r(v)\ <\\u-v\; here I denotes any norm in the vector space. In our case, L_/-m i\ W(0) 0/ and our result is not subsumed under similar known theorems for the existence of a.p. solutions of (1.3) since we allow g'(0)=0, in which case L has a zero characteristic root. Biryuk [2] has considered an equation similar to (1.3); namely u' =Lu+kF(t, u), where L may have a pure imaginary characteristic root. However, he assumes that F(t, u) = 2^2n-i ei"ni F^n(u)' where the F»n(u) are polynomials, while we make no other assumption on e(t) than that it be a.p. Moreover, when the perturbation parameter k = 0, then Biryuk's equation becomes linear, which is not necessarily the case in (1.2) when k = 0.
Schaffer [3 ] considers the equation (1.4) u' + r(u, q(t, k)) = 0 and uses a perturbation argument about k = 0. His hypothesis is that
where u0(t) is an a.p. solution of (1.4) when k=0, possesses at least one bounded solution for t^O for every bounded continuous b(t), or at least one bounded solution for /5=0 for every such b(t). In our case, the only a.p. solution of (1.2) when k=0 is the zero solution, so (1.5) becomes z{ =z2-f(0)zi + bi(t), (1.6) zi = b2(t) when g'(0)=0.
However, if b2(t) is taken to be a nonzero constant, then no solution of (1.6) is bounded, so Schaffer's result is insufficient for the case under consideration. Amerio [l, , has shown the existence of an a.p. solution of an equation of the form of (1.3) in which L may have pure imaginary characteristic roots, but not a zero root. The equation he considers is a vector form of the scalar equation (1.7) x" + 0(x') + yx = ke(t)
where 7>0 is a constant and 0 is strictly increasing but possibly stationary at the origin. In other known theorems, it is more clearly the case that L in (1.3) has no characteristic roots with zero real parts; e.g., see Reuter [4] . Our proofs are based on the general results of Amerio [l, , who considers the vector equation u' = F(t, u), where F(t, u) is a.p. in t and uniformly continuous in (t, u) for -°° <t< °° and u in some closed bounded set Y of Euclidean w-space. He considers, in fact, the set of equations of the form u'=L(t, u), where L(t, u) is any member of the closure (taken with respect to the uniform norm over all u in T and all /) of the set {F(t+h, u): -oo </?< oo }. He then shows that: (AI). If for some to, the equation u' = F(t, u) has a solution u(t) contained in V for all t^to, then each equation u'=L(t, u) has a solution contained in T for all t; (A2). If each equation of the set u'=L(t, u) has a solution u(t) contained in V for all t which is separated, then each such solution is a.p.; a solution u(t) contained in V for all t is said to be separated either if it is unique, or if there exists a constant p>0 such that for any other solution u(t) in Y for all /,
Since our use of these results of Amerio essentially involves the construction of a region T from which all solutions of our system except one "diverge" as t->-oo ( but in which all solutions converge as t->+ oo, the results of Loud [5] are of interest; it is, in fact, observed that our results along that line apply to more general functions / and g.
2.
We consider the system
where F and g are as in (1.2), k>0, and p(t) is any element of the closure of the set [e(t + h)\ -oo <h< oo }. Clearly \p(t)\ ^1 for all t.
We make the following assumptions: (A) There exist positive numbers a, b, c, d, such that c<d, a>b, and g(c)=k, g(-b) = -k; (B) For -a^x^d:
(iii) g(x) has a continuous derivative g'(x), g(0)=0, and 0<g'(x) g/3 for x7±0; (iv) /(x)^a>0; (v) P<a2.
These conditions, for example, are satisfied if (iii), (iv), and (v)
hold for all x, and in addition, (vi) lim infi^i," |g(x)| >k.
For then there clearly exist c>0,b>0, such thatg(e) =k,g( -b) = -k, and we simply take (vii) a>((a2+P)/(a2-P)) max (b, c), and d = a.
and (i) is satisfied. Similarly (ii) can be shown to hold; we omit the details.
If (iii) and (iv) hold in some interval / containing the origin, and there exist positive constants M and y such that (viii) \g(x)\ ^M\x\y+l for all x£J, then for fixed a and k sufficiently small, conditions (A) and (B) can again be realized. A relative bound for (2.1) is a bounded region R of the (x, y) plane such that if for any to, and any solution (x(t), y(t)) of (2.1), we have (x(*0), y(t0))GR, then (x(t), y(t))ER ior all t>t0.
We now construct a relative bound for (2. r6: x = -a, F(-a) £y£F(-a)+fii.
Lemma 2.1. The region R as defined above is a relative bound for (2.1).
Proof. At a point of Ti for which -a<x<c, a trajectory of (2.1) has a slope given by y' _ ~g(x) + kp(t) ^ -g(-a) + k _ x' Pi pi by (i) it thus follows that^<
and hence this slope is less than that of Ti at the point. Since also x'=Pi>0 on Ti, it follows that the trajectory enters R as t increases.
At a point of r2 such that c<x<d, we have y'= -g(x)+kp(t) < -g(c)+k = 0; hence the trajectories of (2.1) cross this segment so as to enter R as t increases. A similar statement applies to trajectories containing points on r3 for which
since here x'=y-F(x)<0.
At the point (d, F(d)), x'=0, y'<0. Hence any trajectory at this point is tangent to the line x = d and moves toward the x-axis as t increases. Just below this point, y<F(x), so such a trajectory must then satisfy x' <0 and thus enter R as t increases.
At the point (c, F(d)), y'= -g(c)+kp(t)
gO and x'>0; hence, any trajectory there moves into R or is tangent to y = F(d). If the latter case holds, then since the trajectory moves to the right as I increases, y' becomes negative, and the trajectory must also move toward the x-axis, i.e., enter R as t increases.
Since other parts of the boundary of R have essentially the same properties with respect to the trajectories of (2.1), we omit the rest of the proof of the lemma.
It follows by (AI), the first of the two general results due to Amerio, that (2.1) has a solution (x(t), y(t))(=R for all t. We show next that this solution is unique; i.e., separated; it will then follow from (A2), the second general result of Amerio, that this solution is a.p. Proof. Let A(t, A0) be the solution of (2.5) such thatA(0,A0) = A0. It is clear that if A0> M, then A (t, A0) > M ior t<0. It is also easy to show that if 0<-40<a, then A(t, ^40)^0 as t->-oo, while A(t, A0) > 0 for / < 0; we omit the details. Now consider the set of positive numbers A0 such that A(t, A0)->0 as t-* -oo. Since this set is nonvoid and bounded, it has a least upper bound Ai. It is also clear that this set 5 is an interval, for if Ao€LS, and 0<^40<^4o, then A0(E.S, since the graphs of A=A(t, A0) and A=A(t, Ao) cannot intersect. Suppose now that A(ti, Ai) <a ior some l\ <0; then by the continuity of solutions as functions of initial conditions, it follows that for some ^42>^4i, A(h, A2) <a. But then, clearly A(t, ;12)->0 as t->-°° ; i.e., -42£S which is a contradiction.
Suppose (x(t), y(t))GR for all t but (x(t), y(t))7*(x(t), y(t)). Put i(t)=x(t)-x(t), v(t)=y(t)-y(t). Clearly
Hence A(t, Ai)^a ior t<0.
Ii A(tu Ai)>M for some /i<0, a similar continuity argument shows that for some Aq<Ai, A(t, AB)> M ior t<h; since A0€zS this is again a contradiction. Hence a^A(t, Ai)gM ior t<0, and this inequality clearly also holds at t = 0.
Clearly for any solution of (2.5), A(t)> M implies ^4'<0 and A(t)<a implies A'(t)>0.
Hence if the solution A(t, Ax) leaves the strip a^A gM for t>0, then A(t, Ai) must have a positive relative maximum or minimum outside this strip at some /2>0. But A'(t2, Ai) = 0; i.e., A(t2, Ai)=m(t2); but a^m(t2) =^M, and we have a contradiction. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We now take m(t)=m(x(t), £(<)) as defined in (2.3), denote by A(t) the solution A(t, Ai) of (2.5) assured by Lemma 2.2, and define the "length" for all t by the uniqueness of solutions of (2.2). Hence D>0, and by Lemma 2.3, D2 is a strictly decreasing function of t. Moreover, since £(/), r](t), and A(t) are bounded for all /, D2 is also, and D2-*D\ as t-> -00, 0<D0< °°. This implies DD'-^0 on some sequence of t's tending to -00. From (2.7), and since 0<a^A and P^-<22^0, then either £-+0 or PA-Q2-^0 on this sequence. The second possibility implies that A->0 on this sequence, since in (2.9) A2 -h=a2-/3>0 by (v). If £-bu on this sequence, then there is a subsequence on which £->£o5^0 and x->x0. Since h is continuous in (x, £), it follows that h(x, £)->h(xo, £0) on this subsequence.
But £o5"*0 implies h(xa, £o)>0, contradicting the fact that h-*0. Hence in any case £->0 on a sequence of t's tending to -oo, on which, of course, DD'-rO also. From (2.7), then also r\-*0 and from (2.6), D-»0. This contradicts D~^>D0>0, and the proof is complete.
As a consequence of these lemmas, and Amerio's result (A2) we have the following Theorem.
Under assumptions (A) and (B), there exists an a.p. solution (x(t), y(t)) of (2.1). The trajectory of this solution is contained in the region R of Lemma 2.1 and this solution is asymptotically stable with respect to all solutions whose trajectories enter R.
Proof. Only the last part of the second assertion remains to be established, but this follows by an argument similar to that in the proof of Lemma 2.4. In fact, any other solution (x(/), y(t)) in R at t = to remains in R ior t>to. Hence if £, 77, and D are as defined before, we have DD' <0 again for t>t0. But D2-+D\ as t-»+ °°, and the assumption Z?i>0 leads again to a contradiction. Hence D2->0 as /->+» and since A(t)>,a>0 then D2-rO implies (£, 77)-»(0, 0). This proves the theorem.
